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326TII HIGH SCHOOL EXAMINATION

TRIGONOMETRY
Thursday, January 26,1956-9.15 a.m. to 12.15 p.m., only

Instructions
Part I is to be done first and the maximum time allowed for it is one and one half hours. At the end

of that time, this part of the examination must be detached and will be collected by the teacher. If you
finish part I before the signal to stop is given, you may begin part II.

Write at top of first page of answer paper to parts II and III (a) name of school where you have
studied, (b) number of weeks and recitations a week in trigonometry.

The minimum time requirement is four or five recitations a week for half a school year.

Part II
Answer three questions from this part. Show all work unless otherwise directed.

21 Find all values of % between 0 0 and 360 0 which satisfy the equation 5 sin" ..1:-7 cos % + 1 = o.
[Answers may be expressed to the nearest degree.] [10]

22 a Starting with the formulas for sin (A + B) and cos (A + B), derive the formula for
tan (A + B) in terms of tan A and tan B. [6]

b Prove the following identity: [4]

cos A + sin A tan A A---...:------- =esc
sin A sec A

23 a Sketch the graph of y = tan x as x varies from 0 to 2 '1r radians. [4]
b On the set of axes used in part a, sketch the graph of y = 2 cos % as x varies from 0 to 2 '1r

radian's. [4]
c From the graphs made in answer to parts a and b, determine a value of x for which

tan x - 2 cos x = 2. [2]

24 In the case of each of the following, the statement is always true, sometimes true or never true.
List the letters a-e on your answer paper and after each letter indicate the correct answer by
writing the word always, sometimes or never. [10]

a If cos % is negative, tan x is negative.
b Sin (-%) is equal to -sin x.
c If sin 2x == a and cos 2x == b, then a2 + b" is equal to 1.
d If z is an angle between 90 0 and 270 0

, sin 1% is negative.
e If two sides and the angle opposite one of these sides is given, a triangle is determined.

c

[4]

[6]b A C == 2r cos
2

%

cos 2x

25 In triangle ADC, B is a point on AC such
that BD is perpendicular to AD, angles BDC and
BCD are each represented by x and BC is repre
sented by r. Show that each of the following rela
tionships is true:

a DC == 2r cos %

[1] [OVER]
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Part III
Answer two questions from this part. Show aU work.

26 In .'...."'\."'.''11'4

",i" Iites,

27 From a
known to 125
distance of the

a= = ,"~4.4 and C=l

andS 26:'
lio E from B.

,l"f to the nearest tt:*tl

Station "e,1 is
to the nearest the

a second force of 322 The
the formed the resultant and

29 t\ vertical
of the tower the
respectively.

stand on same hcrizontal plane. From the top
and bottom of the are 32° 20' and 48 c 20'

of the pole. 6]

[2]
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TRIGO~OMETRY

Fill in the following lines:

Name of

Part I
Answer all questions in this part. Each correct answer will receive credits, No credit

will be allowed. Unies. otherwise specified, answer I may be left in terms of 7T or in radical form.

4.J.n...., ,;,,;;II sin 2300 as a function of a 1:" acute

2 ....... .n.:U' ....... l.;,,;;p in radians an angle of 99°.

1....

2 .

3 Find the number of radians in a central
an arc on a circle equal in length to the diameter

whose sides intercept
the circle. 3 ......

4 If 8 = cos':'
2

find the positive acute angle 6.
4 .

5 Find the smallest positive value of x that satisfies the equation
tan" x - 3 = O.

6 Find n if log n =3.2912

7 Find cos 410 33'.

8 Find to the nearest ffli",uJe the positive acute angle A if log sin A =
9.9206-10.

9 One leg of a trapezoid is 10 and makes an angle of 53° 10' with the
longer base. Find the altitude of the trapezoid. [Answer may beexpressed
to the nearest integer.]

10 In triangle ABC, A = 30°, B =45· and b = 2Oyl2 Find a.

5.•.......

6.....

7 .

8 ,

9 .

10 ,

11 In ..."..10']1'11··...... 16 a =5, b =7 and cos C =,. Find c. It. . .. . ...

12 Two sides of a parallelogram are a and b and the between them
is C. the area of the parallelogram in terms of a, band C.

7
13 If cos x = -, find cos 2x.

9

14 If A is a positive acute angle and sec A = r, express tan 4:4 in terms
of r.

15 If the maximum value of r sin 3x is 6, find r.

[3]

12 .

13.... 0 •••••••••••

14 .

15 .
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FOR TEAOHERS ONLY
INSTRUCTIONS FOR RATING

TRIGONOMETRYT Thursday, I"'}nt.. ~t'·,,. -9.15 a.m, to 12.15p.m., only

only red ink or pencil in 1)0 not to correct the pupil's
work by making insertions or of any kind. marks to indicate pupil errors.

Unless otherwise correct variations in the answers will allowed.
In involving logarithms" answers should left correct to four significant digits unless
directions say otherwise. Units need not be when the of the questions a110\\'S such

Part I
Allow 2i credits for each correct answer; allow no partial credit. Do not allow credit if the

answer to question 7 is not expressed to four For questions 16-20, allow credit
if the pupil has written the correct answer instead of the letter D; b or c.

(1 -cos 40°01' -sin 50°

(2) 11-1l'
20

(3) 2
(4) 30°
(5)60°
(6) 1955
(7) 0.7484
(8) 56° 24'

8 or 8.004
(10) 20

8
ab sin C
17
81
yrt-l

15) 6
16) a

(17) b
( b
( b
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